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State of Rhode Island 
Office of the General Treasurer 

 

    The Column Group Crossover Fund, L.P. - Staff Recommendation 
March-2021 

 

RECOMMENDATION:  Approve a commitment up to $25 million to The Column Group Crossover Fund, L.P. 
 
ASSET CLASS: Private Equity 
 
SUB-STRATEGY: Venture Capital 
 
ALLOCATION: The target allocation for private equity is 11.25% and the allocation as of 2/28 is 8.7%. As a sub-strategy 
of private equity, venture capital has a target range of 0%-20%. The allocation’s exposure to venture as of 9/30 is 13.5% 
based on fair market value and uncalled capital. Projecting the private equity pacing plan out through the 2022 vintage, the 
allocation to venture is expected to decline to 12.4% when including this commitment to The Column Group and other 
identified potential venture commitments.  
 
PORTFOLIO FIT: Venture is an important part of the private equity portfolio as there are diversification benefits. Venture 
does not use leverage, provides access to earlier stage companies with potential high growth in technology and life sciences, 
and historically has not been perfectly correlated with buyout. While venture has the potential to produce a high TVPI at 
the fund level, there is significant risk at the portfolio company level. To mitigate this risk ERSRI seeks to build a portfolio 
of venture capital funds with exposure to varying vintages, stages, sectors, and geographies. The current venture strategy is 
built around a core relationship (5 commitments) with a hybrid venture fund of funds manager, Industry Ventures, that 
focuses on early stage (primarily seed and A round financing) technology companies through exposures to funds below 
$250 million in size which are typically run by emerging managers in the U.S. ERSRI seeks to complement this core strategy 
with direct commitments to life science venture funds and other established technology focused funds that provide additional 
diversification. Adding more direct primary commitments is expected to reduce overall fees paid. The table and graphs 
below show the active (post 2012 vintage) venture portfolio after inclusion of the recommended commitment to TCG 
Crossover Fund I. The commitment adds diversification across sector, stage, and geography. 
 

Manager Type Sector Stage Geography 
Industry Ventures Hybrid FoF Technology Early U.S. 
GGV Primary Technology Multi-stage U.S. and Asia 
DCVC Bio Primary Life Science Early U.S. 
TCG Crossover Primary Life Science Late-stage U.S. and Asia 
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MERITS: The Column Group is a top tier life science venture firm focused on early-stage therapeutic company formation. 
The firm and leadership team have a very strong reputation in the industry and deep experience as investors, entrepreneurs, 
operators and scientific researchers in the life science sector. The team is supported by a group of science advisors, including 
several Nobel laureates who assist with theme development, sourcing, diligence and monitoring. The flagship early-stage 
strategy has demonstrated very strong performance. The Crossover Fund strategy will take advantage of access to pro rata 
stakes in breakout companies from the flagship strategy, typically in their last round of financing before going public or 
being acquired.  The fund will also make crossover investments in companies sourced from outside of The Column Group, 
including cross-border investments in China. These investments are technologically more proven and typically shorter 
duration relative to the early-stage strategy. This is a differentiated strategy with unique access to top companies.    
 
CONCERNS: The Column Group Crossover Fund I is a first-time fund with a new team that brings with it some of the 
associated risks of a new fund. However, this strategy will be part of the established Column Group and will have oversight 
from the firm’s management as well as shared resources including the science advisor network. The Crossover Fund should 
have a strong pipeline given its access to The Column Group’s flagship companies. Additionally, as part of a top tier venture 
firm, the Crossover team is likely to see strong deal flow from intermediaries and other venture firms. Chen Yu, who will 
be managing the strategy, has a long history and deep relationships in life science crossover investing in the US and China 
to execute on the strategy. Staff independently conducted reference calls to corroborate Mr. Yu’s reputation and history.  
 
The other concern is the late-stage nature of the strategy, which may have high entry valuations and volatility given they 
are typically providing the last round of financing prior to IPO resulting in eventual public market exposure. The team’s 
history of investing at this stage, the unique and robust deal flow available to the team, and the ability to leverage The 
Column Group’s and the science advisor network’s deep scientific knowledge should help the Crossover team in selecting 
the strongest investments from a variety of opportunities.    
 
ESG: The Column Group Crossover Fund ranked as neutral on ESG. As a new fund the team does not have a formal ESG 
framework in place. However, the manager stated they aim to develop a policy by Fund II. Mitigating this issue is the 
inherent pro-ESG oriented strategy of ethically developing new therapeutics for diseases. The drug development industry 
is highly regulated, and all clinical trials go through an Institutional Review Board review of protocols to ensure research is 
ethically acceptable. 
 
FEES: The fees are in accordance with industry standards. There is a 2.5% management fee on committed capital during 
the investment period; thereafter the rate will decrease by 0.25% per year, with a floor of 1.5% on committed capital. There 
is a carried interest charged on a fund-wide basis that will be 20% until distributions reach 2.5x aggregate contributions, 
followed by a 90% catch-up until the GP receives 25% of all profits, and then 25% thereafter. 
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